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New Differences



Exciting Changes Coming
We are pleased to show you the changes we have made to the latest version of our iOS and 
Android apps, including its new name - Reach More Parents by Weduc.

We gained valuable feedback from our parent and customer focus group sessions, as well as 
conducting pilot testing. A big thank you to all those involved. 

This feedback is what has underpinned the major changes you are about to see. 



Key Differences – Navigation *
School Selector

Parents can now easily select between the different schools 
their children may be attending. 

Upon opening the app, they simply select which school 
they want to view information from. 

Parents with children at only one school will bypass this 
and automatically see their own school. 



Key Differences - Navigation
Dashboard

For busy parents who want to see important 
information they need to act on, our new dashboard 
now highlights these. It will display, for example, 
featured posts (pinned posts), upcoming events and 
content requiring a parental response, such as 
consent forms.

This area will be constantly developed to include more 
items moving forward.



Key Differences - Navigation
Bottom Navigation Bar

To aid user navigation we have redesigned the 
bottom navigation bar so it contains the most 
commonly features used by parents.

An additional hamburger navigation menu has 
also been added where less common features can 
now be found. 



Key Differences - Features
Newsfeed 

Our refreshed newsfeed layout helps users see the latest posts 
without missing existing pinned posts.

Pinned posts now utilise less screen space and are grouped 
together as featured posts within a new horizontally formatted 
section. 

This means users no longer need to scroll past historical posts 
to see new content and can now view important content 
without it being missed.  



Key Differences - Features
Newsfeed 

Parents who have more than one child at a school can 
now filter their newsfeeds by child. 

This new feature also allows Teachers to filter by draft or 
pending posts. 



Key Differences - Features
Calendar

Like with the news feed filter, parents with children 
at more than one school can now filter calendar 
events by individual child. 

In addition to this we have also removed blank days 
from the events summary list, ensuring users only 
see the key events days. 



Key Differences - Features
Messages

Users now have a search facility, 
enabling them to find key 
messages instead of needing to 
scroll through past messages. 

They also can create additional 
folders to store messages in. 



Key Differences - Features
Parent Portal

Updates to the Parent Portal enables parents to 
find child-specific items all in one place such as:

• Home learning tasks
• Payments
• Forms*

*We still also have a separate dedicated area for this too, because you 
may have forms not linked to a specific child



Key Differences - Features
Meal Manager

A new dashboard has been added to Meal 
Manager that displays key information such as 
outstanding payments and low balances. We have 
also introduced a booking wizard so parents can 
easily order meals in weekly batches. 
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